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1. Introduction
Recent database applications see the emerging need to
support data integration in distributed, peer-to-peer environments [1], in which autonomous peers (sources) connected
by a network are willing to exchange data and services
with each other. To address related research challenges, we
are developing a system called “RACCOON,” which allows
different sources to integrate and share their data.

forts to create mappings. A mapping between a peer and
a peer  is defined in the format:    , where 
and  are queries on databases of and  , respectively.
The mapping operator   describes the relationship between the query results, such as inclusion ( ) or equality
( ). (4) To meet different user needs to search for information, the system supports two different querying modes: focused querying mode (querying on specific sources) and extended querying mode (the system will use semantic mappings to expand the query to other sources). (5) It provides
a visualization toolkit called “PeerViewer” to allow users to
browse the contents of peers in the network, create links,
and query sources.

1.1. Demonstration

Figure 1. PeerViewer.

Compared to existing peer-based DBMS systems [2, 3,
4, 5], the RACCOON system has the following features.
(1) It uses a rich language to describe various source contents. The language annotates each source with certain attributes such as its data size, network bandwidth, querying
interfaces, and whether it is “active” or “passive.” It also describes source schema information and possible constraints.
(2) The system uses two kinds of links in the peer network.
The first kind, called “propagation links,” is used to support
searches for sources similar to a peer relation. The second,
called “mapping links,” is used to define semantic mappings
between two sources. (3) During a search, the system uses
schema-mapping techniques to find relations similar to the
given relation and automatically suggests a semantic mapping between the two relations. Thus it can reduce users’ ef-

We will use an application to show several important features of the RACCOON system. We will demonstrate the visualization tool PeerViewer, a screenshot of which is shown
in Figure 1. The user can explore the network with the tool.
We will show how the system finds peer relations similar
to a given relation using schema-mapping techniques. The
system will also suggest semantic mappings for the user to
choose. We will show the two different querying modes,
particularly how a query is expanded using the semantic
mappings in the extended querying mode to compute as
many answers to the query as possible.
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